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ABSTRACT
The mechanism of the magnetic compass sense of migratory songbirds is thought to involve magnetically sensitive chemical reactions of
light-induced radical pairs in cryptochrome proteins located in the birds’ eyes. However, it is not yet clear whether this mechanism would be
sensitive enough to form the basis of a viable compass. In the present work, we report spin dynamics simulations of models of cryptochrome-
based radical pairs to assess whether accumulation of nuclear spin polarization in multiple photocycles could lead to significant enhancements
in the sensitivity with which the proteins respond to the direction of the geomagnetic field. Although buildup of nuclear polarization appears to
offer sensitivity advantages in the more idealized model systems studied, we find that these enhancements do not carry over to conditions that
more closely resemble the situation thought to exist in vivo. On the basis of these simulations, we conclude that buildup of nuclear polarization
seems unlikely to be a source of significant improvements in the performance of cryptochrome-based radical pair magnetoreceptors.
© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0038947., s
I. INTRODUCTION
Night-migratory songbirds can sense the direction of the
Earth’s magnetic field as an aid to navigation.1–5 The primary sen-
sors, located in the eyes,6–8 pass information to a specific part of
the bird’s visual system in the brain for processing and integra-
tion with other orientation cues.9,10 The leading hypothesis for the
mechanism of this remarkable ability is the radical pair mechanism
(RPM)11–14 involving photochemical reactions of proteins known
as cryptochromes,12,15,16 which have been found in various cell
types in the birds’ retinas.17–21 Spin-selectivity in the decay path-
ways of light-induced radical pairs in these proteins is thought to
allow the direction of the geomagnetic field to influence the yield
of a signaling state, providing the basis for a chemical inclina-
tion compass.13 Studies of the purified proteins indicate that cryp-
tochromes may indeed be fit for purpose as magnetic compass
sensors.16,22,23
We consider the reaction cycle in Fig. 1, which has
been used extensively to discuss the magnetic sensitivity of
cryptochromes studied in vitro.13,16 Photo-excitation of the FAD
(flavin adenine dinucleotide) chromophore in the protein’s dia-
magnetic electronic ground state (GS; rate constant, kex) pro-
duces a radical pair, denoted RP1, via sequential electron trans-
fers from a chain of three or four tryptophan (TrpH) residues to
the FAD excited singlet state (see Fig. S5 of the supplementary
material for a diagram of the FAD and the Trp-tetrad). RP1,
which comprises FAD⋅− and TrpH⋅+ radicals, can either revert to
the ground state by back electron transfer (rate constant, kS) or
form a stabilized radical pair, RP2, in which the tryptophan radical
(Trp⋅) has been deprotonated (rate constant, kF). The former occurs
exclusively from the singlet state of RP1, while the latter is not spin-
dependent and occurs at the same rate for singlet and triplet pairs.
We assume that RP2 leads to a signaling state of the protein (not
shown in Fig. 1) that initiates magnetic signal transduction and that
this process eventually returns the protein to its ground state (overall
rate constant, kR).
The RPM, originally proposed by Kaptein and Oosterhoff24
and Closs25 to explain the origin of nuclear spin polarization
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FIG. 1. Cryptochrome photocycle showing the formation and reaction pathways
of the radical pairs RP1 and RP2. GS denotes the electronic ground state
of the protein. The two routes by which the ground state is regenerated are
referred to as the S- and F-branches, where S and F refer to singlet (recombi-
nation) and forward (reaction), respectively. 1FAD∗ is the excited singlet state of
the FAD chromophore. Superscripts 1 and 3 indicate singlet and triplet states,
respectively.
arising in the reactions of organic radicals, is an attractive hypothesis
for avian magnetoreception. It rationalizes the light-dependence of
the magnetic compass sense,26,27 is consistent with the observation
that the compass is axial rather than polar,2,3 and, at least qualita-
tively, can account for the effects of radiofrequency magnetic fields
on the ability of caged songbirds to orient using the geomagnetic
field.28–30 One of the main factors that limits the detection sensitiv-
ity of this mechanism appears to be the spin-coherence lifetime of
the magnetically sensitive radical pair,31,32 which can be probed by
behavioral experiments in which caged birds are exposed to radiofre-
quency magnetic fields superimposed on the Earth’s field.28,29,33–35
Given the crucial role in the mechanism played by nuclear spins via
their hyperfine interactions and the fact that nuclear spins usually
relax much less rapidly than electron spins, we wondered whether
the magnetic detection sensitivity could be enhanced by the accu-
mulation of nuclear spin polarization within the protein. Our use of
the term “nuclear polarization” here refers to any non-equilibrium
population of nuclear spin states whether in the radical pairs or in
the ground state of the protein.
Singlet↔ triplet interconversion is driven by hyperfine inter-
actions in the radical pair and thus depends on the initial nuclear
spin state.24 Different nuclear spin states favor the formation of
particular reaction products, a phenomenon commonly known
as “spin-sorting.”24,36,37 By preserving the nuclear state popula-
tions over multiple photocycles, it may be possible to achieve an
RP2 yield that deviates significantly from that in the first cycle.
We are interested here in whether higher RP2 yield anisotropies
[ΔΦRP2, defined in Eq. (20), Sec. II E] could be obtained when
nuclear polarization is preserved in this way, possibly circumvent-
ing the limits to compass sensitivity imposed by (fast) electron spin
relaxation.31
Nuclear polarization generated by intra-protein radical pairs
has been observed by solid-state NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance)
in mutant forms of the LOV (light-oxygen-voltage) domains of the
flavoprotein phototropin,38–40 but not, so far, in any cryptochrome.
II. THEORY
An important feature of the photocycle (Fig. 1) is that the
ground state is regenerated by two routes: the “singlet branch,” S
(reverse electron transfer within the singlet state of RP1), and the
“forward branch,” F (formation and recycling of RP2). Depending
on the timescales of these processes compared to the rates of nuclear
spin relaxation and photoexcitation, it is possible that nuclear polar-
ization generated in one photocycle can persist in the diamagnetic
ground state and be carried forward to the following photocycle
when the ground state is next excited. The likelihood that nuclear
polarization survives is expected to be different for the two branches.
The S-branch reaction has typical rate constants, kS, between 105 s−1
and 107 s−1, making it relatively fast.16 Although kF falls in the same
range, overall, the F-branch is slower because it is rate-limited by
the recycling of RP2. This process must allow adequate time for the
geomagnetic field effect encoded in the yield of RP2 to be passed on
in the initial stage of the signal transduction cascade.13,41 Further-
more, nuclear spin relaxation is expected to be faster in the paramag-
netic RP2 state than in the diamagnetic ground state, making it less
likely that nuclear polarization would survive in the F-branch. We
therefore consider three limiting cases: (1) full retention of nuclear
polarization via both S- and F-branches, (2) preservation of nuclear
polarization solely via the S-branch, and, for comparison, (3) the sit-
uation in which no nuclear polarization is passed from one cycle
to the next. We do not consider here the possibility that nuclear
polarizations could be enhanced by exploiting decoherence-free sub-
spaces of the nuclear spin system.42,43 This direction will be pursued
in a future study.
A. Nuclear polarization mechanisms
The spin Hamiltonian of RP1 is written in angular frequency
units as





Ŝi ⋅Aik ⋅ Îik + ŜA ⋅D ⋅ ŜB − J(2ŜA ⋅ ŜB + 12), (1)
where ŜA and ŜB are the electron spin operators of the two radi-
cals. ω = −γeB(sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ) is the geomagnetic field
vector with magnitude ∣γe∣B (expressed as an angular frequency)
and direction specified by the angles θ and ϕ. Aik is the hyper-
fine tensor that couples nucleus k (spin operator Îik) with the elec-
tron in radical i. D and J are the dipolar coupling tensor and the
exchange interaction of the two electron spins, respectively. We also
define the dipolar coupling parameter D such that the eigenvalues of
D are {4D/3,−2D/3,−2D/3}. Values of Aik, D, D, and J are quoted
in MHz in the following text; they can be converted to angular
frequencies by multiplying by 2π.
Since ĤRP1 acts on both the electronic and nuclear parts of
the density operator, ρ̂RP1(t), evolution of ρ̂RP1(t) under ĤRP1
allows generation of nuclear polarization in the proposed photocycle
via three mechanisms, originally identified in the context of
photo-CIDNP (chemically induced dynamic nuclear polarization)
observed by solid-state NMR of photosynthetic reaction centers:44,45
differential relaxation (DR),46,47 differential decay (DD),48 and
three-spin mixing (TSM).49,50
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First, polarization can arise as a consequence of the afore-
mentioned spin-sorting process if the reaction products have dif-
ferent nuclear spin relaxation rates. This is precisely the scenario
described above in which polarization is lost in the slower F-branch.
If only S-branch nuclear polarizations are retained, the populations
of nuclear states that disfavour singlet ↔ triplet interconversion
would grow over multiple cycles at the expense of the populations
of other states. This mechanism is commonly termed differential
relaxation.46,47 It makes no contribution when there is full reten-
tion of polarization in both branches. Second, nuclear polariza-
tion can also arise from a differential decay48 mechanism, which
relies on different rates of removal of singlet and triplet radical
pairs and the presence of pseudosecular terms in the hyperfine cou-
pling.45 It is operative for our reaction scheme because the singlet
state always reacts faster than the triplet (unless kS ≪ kF, the case
in which all magnetic field effects would be very small anyway).
Finally, contributions to the nuclear polarization can be expected
from a three-spin mixing49,50 mechanism in which the dipolar cou-
pling of the two electron spins causes spin-coherences arising from
hyperfine interactions to evolve at different frequencies.51 Assum-
ing that the magnetic sensitivity arises principally in the form of
RP1 that contains the third tryptophan of the “Trp-tetrad,”52,53 the
magnitude of the dipolar coupling is between 10 MHz and 15 MHz
(see Sec. III A). As this is comparable to or larger than the hyper-
fine couplings in FAD⋅− and TrpH⋅+ and the Zeeman interaction
with the geomagnetic field (∼50 μT or 1.4 MHz), we can antici-
pate a non-zero TSM contribution. The double-matching condition
for the optimum nuclear polarization of a nucleus with isotropic
hyperfine coupling aiso and zero exchange coupling is given by ∣ω∣
≈ ∣D∣3 ≈ 4∣aiso∣ (Ref. 51). Note that, while often neglected in theoret-
ical studies of cryptochromes’ magnetosensitivity, electron–electron
interactions have a strongly attenuating effect on the compass
sensitivity.54
B. Nuclear polarization preserved in both branches
We start with the situation in which no nuclear polarization
is lost in either branch of the photocycle and include the possibil-
ity that polarization generated in one branch may partially cancel
that arising from the other. The equations of motion for the density




= kex∣S⟩⟨S∣⊗ ( ˆ̂Q ρ̂GS(t)) − i[ĤRP1, ρ̂RP1(t)]−
− kS
2
[P̂S, ρ̂RP1(t)]+ − kFρ̂RP1(t), (2)
dρ̂RP2(t)
dt
= −i[ĤRP2, ρ̂RP2(t)]− + kFρ̂RP1(t) − kRρ̂RP2(t), (3)
dρ̂GS(t)
dt
= −kexρ̂GS(t) + kS2 Tre[[P̂S, ρ̂RP1(t)]+]
+ kRTre[ρ̂RP2(t)]. (4)
The corresponding Hilbert spaces have dimensions 4Z, 4Z, and Z,





(2Iik + 1), (5)
and Iik is the spin quantum number of nucleus k in radical i.
In Eqs. (2)–(4), ĤRP1 and ĤRP2 are the radical pair spin Hamil-
tonians, P̂S = ∣S⟩⟨S∣ ⊗ Ê is the singlet projection operator, Ê is the
identity operator in the nuclear-spin space, [Â, B̂]± = Â B̂ ± B̂ Â,
and Tre[. . .] is the trace over the electron-spin space. A Haberkorn-
type operator is used for the spin-selective reaction of the singlet
state of RP1.55
We assume that the spin Hamiltonian of the diamagnetic
ground state is dominated by the nuclear Zeeman interaction. We
hence take the nuclear spins to be quantized in the Zeeman basis in
which the eigenstates correspond to product basis states, specified
by the magnetic quantum numbers mi ,k of each nucleus in the spin
system. ∣ j⟩ is used to denote these eigenstates, ∣mA,1,mA,2 . . .⟩.
Transformation from the molecular basis (in which the calcu-
lation is performed) to the Zeeman basis can be achieved using the
rotation operator R̂,
R̂ = exp(−iF̂zϕ) exp(−iF̂yθ), (6)







where Îik is the spin operator of nucleus k in radical i.
We also assume that all coherences in this basis dephase before
the ground state is re-excited. Thus, only the Zeeman eigenstate pop-
ulations are retained and passed on to RP1. This filtering is achieved
by means of the superoperator ˆ̂Q in Eq. (2), defined as




∣ j⟩⟨ j∣ (R̂†τ̂ R̂) ∣ j⟩⟨ j∣⎞⎠R̂
†. (8)
ĤRP1 is given by Eq. (1). For a more complete description of the
F-branch, we also include the spin dynamics of RP2 by means of
the spin Hamiltonian ĤRP2, which is assumed to be identical to ĤRP1
apart from the absence of the hyperfine interaction of the tryptophan
indole proton in ĤRP2 (where applicable).
Equations (2)–(4) were solved numerically under steady state
(SS) conditions (dρ̂i(t)/dt = 0) with the initial conditions
ρ̂GS(0) = ÊZ and ρ̂RP1(0) = ρ̂RP2(0) = 0̂. (9)
We note, however, that, for the irreducible spin Hamiltonians con-
sidered here, this steady-state is uniquely defined independent of the
initial condition. Details of the calculation can be found in Sec. S1 of
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the supplementary material. The fractions of the protein present as
the GS, RP1, and RP2 were calculated using
cSSGS = Trn[ρ̂SSGS], (10)
cSSRP1 = Tre,n[ρ̂SSRP1], (11)
cSSRP2 = Tre,n[ρ̂SSRP2], (12)
respectively, where Trn[. . .] is the trace over the nuclear-spin space
and Tre,n[. . .] is the trace over the combined electron-nuclear
Hilbert space. These three quantities sum to 1. However, for typical
parameters, the lifespan of RP1 is short and its steady state fraction
is very small. In this case,
cSSGS + c
SS
RP2 ≈ 1. (13)
C. Nuclear polarization preserved in the S-branch
In the case that nuclear polarization is retained only in the S-




= kFTre,n[ρ̂RP1(t)] − kRcRP2(t), (14)
dρ̂GS(t)
dt
= −kexρ̂GS(t) + kS2 Tre[[P̂S, ρ̂RP1(t)]+]
+ kRcRP2(t) ÊZ , (15)
where cRP2(t) = Tre,n[ρ̂RP2(t)].
D. No preservation of nuclear polarization
Finally, when no nuclear polarization is transferred from one
cycle to the next, Eqs. (2) and (4) are replaced by
dρ̂RP1(t)
dt
= kexcGS(t)∣S⟩⟨S∣⊗ ÊZ − i[ĤRP1, ρ̂RP1(t)]−
− kS
2
[P̂S, ρ̂RP1(t)]+ − kFρ̂RP1(t), (16)
dcGS(t)
dt
= −kexcGS(t) + kS2 Tre,n[[P̂S, ρ̂RP1(t)]+] + kRcRP2(t), (17)
where cGS(t) = Trn[ρ̂GS(t)] and dcRP2(t)/dt is still given by
Eq. (14).
E. Yield of signaling state
One way of quantifying the effects of recycling of nuclear polar-
ization is to look at the variation in cSSRP2 with the direction of the
geomagnetic field. However, cSSRP2 depends on the values of kR and
kex, neither of which is known in vivo. kR depends on the signal-
ing and recycling mechanism (about which very little is known41),
and kex varies with the intensity and polarization of the light enter-
ing the bird’s eye and the (unknown) number of magnetoreceptor
molecules in the retina.56,57 As a measure of the directional signal
afforded by the radical pair, we therefore use ΦRP2, the probability
that RP1 reacts to form RP2, i.e., the quantum yield of the formation
of the signaling state under steady state conditions. This quantity is
calculated as




where the krec is the recombination rate constant of RP1 in the steady
state, defined by
kreccSSRP1 = kS2 Tre,n[[P̂S, ρ̂
SS
RP1]+]. (19)
This relation is obtained by taking the trace of Eqs. (2)–(4), or the
equivalent equations for the other scenarios, and making use of the




RP2 = 1. ΦRP2 is independent
of kR and kex, which makes it the measure of choice to analyze the
effects of accumulated nuclear polarization.
Since RP2 goes on to form exclusively the signaling state,
ΦRP2 is a convenient measure of the signaling efficiency and
allows direct comparison with the calculations described in
Sec. II F.
The sensitivity of the radical pair compass is then given by the
extent to which ΦRP2 varies with the direction of the geomagnetic
field,
ΔΦRP2 = maxθ, ϕ(ΦRP2) −minθ, ϕ(ΦRP2), (20)
where the maximum and minimum values of ΦRP2 are determined
by sampling a large number of geomagnetic field directions, (θ, ϕ).
F. Sequential photocycles
To see how nuclear polarization builds up, we calculated the
fractional yield of RP2 in sequential cycles around the reaction
scheme in Fig. 1. For the nth cycle, when polarization is preserved
in the S-branch only, this was done by integrating
dρ̂RP1,n(t)
dt
= −i[ĤRP1, ρ̂RP1,n(t)]− −
kS
2
[P̂S, ρ̂RP1,n(t)]+ − kFρ̂RP1,n(t).
(21)
The initial condition for the first cycle (n = 0) is
ρ̂RP1,0(0) = ∣S⟩⟨S∣⊗ ÊZ , (22)
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while the initial condition for subsequent cycles is given by
ρ̂RP1,n+1(0) = ∣S⟩⟨S∣⊗ ( ˆ̂Q ρ̂GS,n), (23)
where ρ̂GS,n is the ground state nuclear spin density operator at the




















As n increases, ΦRP2,n approaches the corresponding steady state
value of ΦRP2 obtained using Eq. (18). When no nuclear polarization
is passed from one cycle to the next, the initial state at the beginning
of a cycle is always given by Eq. (22) and ΦRP2,n = ΦRP2,0 throughout.
The corresponding steady state value of ΦRP2 when no polarization
is retained, hereafter denoted ΦnrRP2 , is also equal to ΦRP2,0.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation parameters
To explore the effects of recycling nuclear polarization, we per-
formed simulations for a variety of models of the [FAD⋅− TrpH⋅+]
radical pair. The required computational power scales steeply with
the number of spins, making it impossible to include a full set
of hyperfine interactions in FAD⋅− and TrpH⋅+. We have there-
fore chosen to construct model radical pairs containing only the
nuclei with the largest anisotropic hyperfine interactions in each
radical (calculated using density functional theory; see Table S2
of the supplementary material) in the expectation that such cal-
culations would provide a reasonable guide to the behavior of the
complete system.58 Specifically, hyperfine interactions were included
for nuclei selected from the following set: in FAD⋅−, the nitrogens
N5 and N10 in the central ring of the isoalloxazine group and in
TrpH⋅+, the indole nitrogen, NE1, and its directly bonded proton,
HE1 (see Fig. S4 of the supplementary material for the labeling
scheme).
To model the configuration of FAD⋅− and TrpCH⋅+ (the third
tryptophan of the tetrad) in avian cryptochrome, we considered the
x-ray crystal structure of pigeon cryptochrome 4 (ClCry4).59 The
structure was used to obtain the dipolar tensor D [Eq. (1)], taking its
axis as the vector connecting the centers of FAD⋅− and TrpCH⋅+. The
length of the vector is 1.76 nm, corresponding to a dipolar coupling
parameter D of −14.3 MHz. Its direction is given by (θD = 0.40π,
ϕD = 1.70π) in the flavin axis system. The relative orientations of
FAD and TrpCH were also extracted to give hyperfine coupling ten-
sors for the nuclei in TrpCH⋅+ (see Tables S2 and S3 and Fig. S6 of the
supplementary material). As a comparison, we performed the same
calculation on the averaged radical positions obtained from a molec-
ular dynamics (MD) trajectory of a homology model of robin cryp-
tochrome 4a (ErCry4a) modeled from the ClCry4 crystal structure
(see Sec. S5 of the supplementary material). The length of this vector
is 1.82 nm, with D = −13.0 MHz, θD = 0.34π, and ϕD = 1.68π. Cal-
culations using the relevant coupling tensors are hereafter referred
to as using the ClCry4 or ErCry4a MD configurations, respectively.
In addition, in some of the simulations, we considered the dipo-
lar coupling strength for [FAD⋅− TrpCH⋅+] obtained from electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements of purified ErCry4a,
which was −11.2 MHz.60
Spin dynamics calculations were performed using a molecular
axis system in which the x-, y-, and z-axes were aligned with the
short in-plane axis, the long in-plane axis, and the normal of the tri-
cyclic ring system of the flavin radical, respectively (see Fig. S4 of
the supplementary material). When present, the geomagnetic field
was 50 μT with an orientation in this axis system defined by colat-
itude, θ, and azimuth, ϕ [Eq. (1)]. The default values of the rate
constants were kS = kF = 106 s−1. This choice ensures that the rad-
ical pair lives long enough (∼1 μs) for a 50 μT field to affect ΦRP2,
but not so long that spin relaxation (not included in these calcula-
tions) would greatly attenuate the effects (see Sec. III E and Sec. S4
of the supplementary material) for simulations with different rate
constants).
B. Dependence of ΦRP2 on the initial nuclear spin
state
To get an initial impression of how sensitive the system is to
nuclear polarization, we calculated ΦRP2 for a single pass through
the photocycle using Eqs. (21)–(25) but with the initial condition
[Eq. (22)] replaced by a density operator in which only one of the Z
eigenstates of the ground state spin Hamiltonian was populated,
ρ̂RP1(0) = ∣S⟩⟨S∣⊗ (R̂ ∣j⟩⟨j∣R̂†). (26)
The use of these extreme and highly artificial forms of ρ̂RP1(0) is
intended to reveal the full range of possible nuclear polarization
effects. Figure 2(a) shows the results for different subsets of nuclear
spins with no electron dipolar or Zeeman interactions and with the
two radicals aligned with their aromatic rings in the same plane. The
nuclear spins in the ground state were assumed to be quantized along
the flavin z-axis. The effect of the initial nuclear spin state is clear:
for all subsets of nuclei apart from {N5, HE1} and {N5, N10, HE1},
there is a substantial spread in the yields of RP2, consistent with the
nuclear spin-dependence of singlet-triplet interconversion. There is
a clear difference between the average values of ΦRP2 (given at the
top of the columns) with and without HE1 [right- and left-hand sides
of Fig. 2(a), respectively]. With HE1 included, ΦRP2 is in the range
0.76–0.80; without HE1, it is in the range 0.61–0.67. We believe that
this difference is connected to Kramers theorem and time-reversal
symmetry61,62 (see Sec. S3 of the supplementary material).
Figure 2(b) shows the outcome of the same calculation but now
with the 50 μT geomagnetic field, applied parallel to the flavin z-axis
(θ = 0), and the ClCry4 configuration.
Once again, there is a broad range of ΦRP2 values for most
of the model radical pairs. The higher average values of ΦRP2 here
compared to Fig. 2(a) arise from the “low field effect” in which a
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FIG. 2. Histograms of ΦRP2 values calculated for different subsets of the nuclear spins in [FAD⋅− TrpH⋅+] with 100% initial occupation of each of the Z nuclear spin states, in
turn, for each model radical pair. The label “3N” refers to the combination “N5 + N10 + NE1.” The range of ΦRP2 values is divided into bins of width 0.025. The figures in the
colored boxes give the number of initial nuclear spin states that yield a value of ΦRP2 within each bin. Within each column, these numbers sum to Z. The mean value of ΦRP2
for each spin system is given in green at the top of the column. (a) Without dipolar and Zeeman interactions; the flavin and indole rings were oriented in the same plane. (b)
Dipolar and Zeeman interactions included; the ClCry4 configuration was used. In the bottom row of both panels, where ΦRP2 is in the range 0.500–0.525, the nitrogens are
all initially in the m = 0 spin configuration.
weak applied magnetic field opens up new routes to the coherent
conversion of singlet to triplet.63,64
C. One-nitrogen radical pair
The effects of retaining nuclear polarization are demonstrated
in Fig. 3 for a model radical pair subject to the geomagnetic field. In
this case, one of the electrons is coupled to a nitrogen nucleus with
a hyperfine interaction that closely resembles that of N5 in FAD⋅−:
the N5 hyperfine tensor was diagonalized, and the two smaller
principal values were replaced by their average so that the interac-
tion becomes axially symmetric (see Table S2 of the supplementary
material). The dipolar coupling parameter D was the EPR value of
−11.2 MHz for [FAD⋅− TrpCH⋅+] in ErCry4a,60 and the dipolar axis
was parallel to the hyperfine axis. The other radical had no hyperfine
interactions.
In Fig. 3(a), the geomagnetic field is parallel to the hyperfine
axis (θ = 0). The populations of each of the three N5 spin states
at the beginning consecutive photocycles were calculated assum-
ing retention of nuclear polarization in the S-branch only using
Eqs. (21)–(25) with the results shown in dashed lines. Also shown are
the corresponding steady state nuclear populations obtained using
Eqs. (2), (14), and (15). The differences in the populations of the
nuclear states accumulate with the number of photocycles, leveling
off to the steady-state values after ∼10 cycles.
The calculation of steady state nuclear populations was
extended by varying θ, the angle between the geomagnetic field and
the hyperfine axis. The results are given in Fig. 3(b). As expected
from the anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction, the nuclear state
populations depend on the field direction, with the greatest devia-
tion from the equilibrium population (gray line) occurring when the
field is aligned with the hyperfine axis (θ = 0, π).
This anisotropy is reflected in the corresponding values ofΦRP2.
Figure 3(c) shows the steady-state values for the same range of θ,
together with the values corresponding to no retention (equiva-
lent to those at the end of the first photocycle, ΦRP2,n=1). Retaining
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FIG. 3. Effect of retaining only S-branch nuclear polarization on the model symmetrized N5 radical pair. (a) Populations of the nuclear spin Îz-eigenstates with quantum
numbers m = +1, m = 0, and m = −1 for θ = 0. The buildup with the number of cycles (dashed lines) together with the steady state populations (crosses). (b) Variation of the
steady state (SS) populations with θ. (c) Dependence of ΦRP2 on θ in the steady state (black) and for a single cycle starting with equal initial populations of the three nuclear
spin states (gray).
nuclear polarization lowers the minimum value of ΦRP2, thereby
increasing the anisotropy, ΔΦRP2.
This is precisely the effect that we are interested in, and we now
present the changes in ΔΦRP2 for spin systems that are more closely
related to the radical pair in cryptochrome.
D. Effect of polarization retention on ΔΦRP2
ΔΦRP2 [Eq. (20)] was calculated for each spin system using 3200
field directions (0 ≤ θ < π and 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π in steps of π/40). Four dipo-
lar tensors were considered: (a) no coupling, (b) the EPR value of
D = −11.2 MHz with the dipolar axis parallel to the FAD plane nor-
mal (also used in Fig. 3), (c) the ClCry4 dipolar tensor [also used in
Fig. 2(b)], and (d) the ErCry4a MD dipolar tensor. In (a) and (b), the
FAD and TrpH rings were in the same plane. In (c) and (d), the rela-
tive orientations in the ClCry4 and ErCry4a MD configurations were
adopted, respectively. Exchange interactions, known to be small
from EPR measurements,21 were not included here (but are dis-
cussed below). ΔΦRP2 was determined with (i) no, (ii) S-branch only,
and (iii) full retention of nuclear polarization for five sets of nuclei:
{N5, N5 + N10, N5 + NE1, N5 + N10 + NE1, and N5 + N10 + NE1
+ HE1}. Figures 4(a)–4(d) show the calculated values ofΔΦRP2, while
Figs. 4(e)–4(h) show the corresponding fractional changes in ΔΦRP2
resulting from the retention of nuclear polarization.
In the absence of electron–electron coupling [Fig. 4(a)], the
effect of nuclear polarization on the reaction yield anisotropy is
limited. This is not surprising given that the TSM mechanism
is inoperative and the accumulation of polarization is therefore
inefficient. Greater enhancements are found when dipolar inter-
actions are included [Figs. 4(b)–4(d)]. However, it is noteworthy
that the matching condition for TSM for a geomagnetic field of
50 μT (≡ 1.4 MHz) corresponds to a dipolar coupling parameter
of ∣D∣ ≈ 4.2 MHz, and all the dipolar couplings considered here
[D = −11.2 MHz, −14.3 MHz, and −13.0 MHz for Figs. 4(b)–4(d),
respectively] are too big for optimum TSM polarization. The larger
enhancements seen for these dipolar couplings are limited to the
smaller spin systems or when nuclear polarization is retained in both
branches. While up to 40-fold increases in ΔΦRP2 are found for full
retention of polarization in the N5 + N10 and N5 + N10 + NE1 sys-
tems in Fig. 4(b), the effect is much smaller for the more realistic
scenario in which polarization is only preserved in the S-branch.
Moreover, these enhancements do not carry across to the ClCry4
and ErCry4a configurations [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] in which the flavin
hyperfine and dipolar axes are no longer parallel. The differences in
the results for these two configurations are attributed to small dif-
ferences in the positions and orientations of the two radicals (see
Tables S2 and S3 and Fig. S6 of the supplementary material).
Of the five sets of nuclear spins shown in Fig. 4, the three-
and four-nuclei systems in the ClCry4 and ErCry4a configurations
are the most similar to the radical pair in cryptochrome. We find
very little enhancement of the anisotropy in these cases. For the
N5 + N10 + NE1 model system, with polarization retained only
in the S-branch, there is, in fact, a small reduction in ΔΦRP2. The
largest spin system studied (3N + HE1) predicts modest enhance-
ments of 50%–100% when only the S-branch polarization is retained.
The nuclei modeled here (N5, N10, NE1, and HE1) were chosen for
their large anisotropic hyperfine interactions. We expect that inclu-
sion of additional nuclei, with smaller anisotropy and differently ori-
ented hyperfine tensors, would further diminish the enhancement in
ΔΦRP2.
E. Dependence on kS and kF
Given that both the DD and DR nuclear polarization mecha-
nisms depend on the degree of asymmetry in the decay rates of the
singlet and triplet radical pairs, we considered additional values of
the rate constants kS and kF. We calculated ΔΦRP2 for kF/kS ratios
between 0.1 and 5 keeping kS = 106 s−1, using the same set of geo-
magnetic field directions as for Fig. 4. N5 + N10 and N5 + NE1
spin systems were simulated using the ClCry4 configuration of the
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FIG. 4. ΔΦRP2, the anisotropy of the quantum yield of the formation of the signaling state [Eq. (20)], for a range of spin systems and three different dipolar tensors. The top
row [(a)–(d)] shows ΔΦRP2; the bottom row [(e)–(h)] shows the fractional change, (ΔΦRP2 − ΔΦnrRP2)/ΔΦ
nr
RP2. Black: no retention. Red: S-branch retention. Blue: S- and
F-branch retention.
FIG. 5. ΔΦRP2 values [(a) and (b)] and their fractional changes [(c) and (d)] for the
spin systems N5 + N10 and N5 + NE1 for kS = 106 s−1 and kF/kS in the range
0.1–5. kF = kS is shown as a gray dashed line.
radicals. The results are presented in Fig. 5. Similar calculations
for kS values other than 106 s−1 are discussed in Sec. S4 of the
supplementary material.
Maxima in both ΔΦRP2 and the absolute enhancement (i.e.,
ΔΦRP2 − ΔΦnrRP2) occur for kF/kS ≈ 1/3. Retention of nuclear polar-
ization shifts the position of the maximum: this is most clearly seen
for the full-retention scenario for N5 + NE1, where the maximum
for ΔΦRP2, and consequently, the absolute enhancement, is shifted
to a higher value of kF/kS.
As shown in Fig. 4 (where kF/kS = 1), the increase in ΔΦRP2
when nuclear polarization is allowed to accumulate is larger when
both branches are involved and depends on which nuclei are
included. The enhancements in ΔΦRP2 for S-branch retention do not
depend strongly on kF/kS.
F. Influence of exchange interactions
In addition to the results presented above, we also considered
the effects of a small exchange interaction between the two elec-
trons. Figure 6 shows the results of including the exchange coupling
term in the radical pair Hamiltonians for J ranging from −5 MHz
to +5 MHz (again using the ClCry4 configuration). Note that J is
experimentally measured by EPR to be small,21 and therefore, it is
the values of J in the central region of the plots in Fig. 6 that most
likely represent J in the radical pair in vivo. Calculations of ΔΦRP2
were performed using the same combinations of nuclei and field
directions as for Fig. 5.
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FIG. 6. ΔΦRP2 values [(a) and (b)] and their fractional changes [(c) and (d)] for the
spin systems N5 + N10 and N5 + NE1 for a range of J values between −5 MHz
and +5 MHz. ΔΦRP2 was calculated with 0.02 MHz steps in the range −0.5 MHz
< J < +0.5 MHz and 0.5 MHz steps otherwise.
As for the J = 0 case, large enhancements are mainly only
observed for full polarization retention. The overall behavior and
magnitudes of absolute and fractional enhancements do not deviate
far from J = 0 except for large positive J in the N5 + N10 case.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have used spin dynamics simulations of models of [FAD⋅−
TrpCH⋅+] radical pairs in cryptochrome to assess whether accumula-
tion of nuclear polarization in multiple photocycles around the reac-
tion scheme shown in Fig. 1 could lead to significant enhancements
in the sensitivity with which the protein responds to the direction
of the geomagnetic field. Figures 2 and 3 provide a proof of con-
cept by showing that the yield of RP2, from which the signaling state
of the protein is formed, depends on the initial nuclear spin state
of the radical pair, that nuclear spin polarization can accumulate in
sequential photochemical cycles, and that a direct consequence is a
change in the anisotropy of the yield of RP2 (ΔΦRP2), the quantity
that determines the compass sensitivity.
Simulations of simple models of the [FAD⋅− TrpH⋅+] state of
cryptochrome (Fig. 4) show that significant enhancements in ΔΦRP2
are restricted to (a) the simpler model spin systems, (b) the case
where nuclear polarization is retained in both reaction branches
(Fig. 1), and (c) an idealized configuration of the radicals in which
their aromatic rings are stacked one above the other. All the three
conditions suggest that the enhancements in ΔΦRP2 will be smaller
in reality, at least within the scope of the models considered. (a) It
is the larger spin systems, in particular, N5 + N10 + NE1 + HE1,
that more closely resemble the radical pair in cryptochrome. (b) Full
retention of polarization in both branches is much less likely to occur
in vivo than in the S-branch alone. (c) The radicals in cryptochrome
do not have the idealized relative orientations that seem to optimize
the enhancement in ΔΦRP2. Variation of the rate constants for the
reactions of RP1 (Fig. 5) and inclusion of plausible exchange inter-
actions (Fig. 6) do not lead to significantly larger values of ΔΦRP2
under conditions likely to pertain in vivo.
We therefore conclude that accumulation of nuclear polariza-
tion seems unlikely to be the source of significant improvements in
the performance of cryptochrome-based radical pair magnetorecep-
tors, at least in the form realized here.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See the supplementary material for details of the spin dynamics
and molecular dynamics simulations, Kramers theorem, additional
ΔΦRP2 calculations, and calculated hyperfine tensors.
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